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Abstra t

In this paper we investigate the appli ability of a bottom-up evaluation
for a rst order fragment of linear logi we introdu ed in [Bozzano et al., 2002b℄ for the purposes of automated veri ation of se re y in
ryptographi proto ols. Following [Cervesato et al., 1999℄, we use multion lusion lauses to represent the behaviour of agents in a proto ol session, and we adopt the Dolev-Yao intruder model. In addition, universal
quanti ation provides a formal and de larative way to express reation of
non es. Our approa h is well suited to verify properties whi h an be spe i ed by means of minimal onditions. Unlike traditional approa hes based
on model- he king, we an reason about parametri , in nite-state systems,
thus we do not pose any limitation on the number of parallel runs of a
proto ol. Furthermore, our approa h an be used both to nd atta ks and
to prove se re y for a proto ol. We apply our method to analyze several
lassi al examples of authenti ation proto ols. Among them we onsider
the gg proto ol [Millen, 1999℄. This proto ol is a hallenging ase study
in that it is free from sequential atta ks, whereas it su ers from parallel
atta ks that o ur only when at least two sessions are run in parallel. The
other ase studies are the Otway-Rees proto ol and several formulation of
the Needham-S hroeder proto ol.
strategy
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1. Introdu tion

Linear logi [Girard, 1987℄ provides a logi al hara terization of on epts and
me hanisms pe uliar to on urren y like lo ality, re ursion, non-determinism,
and syn hronization [Andreoli and Pares hi, 1991, Miller, 1992, Kobayashi and
Yonezawa, 1995℄. Following the paradigm of proofs as omputations proposed in
[Andreoli, 1992, Miller, 1996℄, provability in fragments of linear logi an be used
then as a formal tool to reason about behavioural aspe ts of on urrent systems (see e.g., [M Dowell et al., 1996℄). In other paradigms for on urren y like
the theory of Petri Nets there exist however a number of onsolidated algorithmi te hniques for the validation of system properties. In [Bozzano et al., 2000,
2002a℄, we made a rst attempt of relating these te hniques with propositional
fragments of linear logi , and, more pre isely, with the linear logi programming
language alled LO [Andreoli and Pares hi, 1991℄. LO was originally introdu ed
as a theoreti al foundation for extensions of logi programming languages. The
appealing feature of this fragment, however, is that it an also be viewed as a ri h
spe i ation language for proto ols and on urrent systems. In fa t, spe i ation
languages like Petri Nets and multiset rewriting over rst order atomi formulas
an be naturally embedded into propositional LO [Cervesato, 1995℄. In [Bozzano
et al., 2000℄, we established a onne tion between provability in LO and rea hability of Petri Nets via the de nition of an e e tive pro edure to ompute the
set of linear logi goals (multisets of atomi formulas) that are onsequen es of a
given propositional program. In other words we de ned a bottom-up evaluation
pro edure for propositional programs. Our onstru tion is based on the ba kward
rea hability algorithm of [Abdulla et al., 2000℄ used to de ide the so alled ontrol state rea hability problem of Petri Nets. The algorithm presented in [Bozzano
et al., 2000℄ is de ned, however, for the more general ase of propositional LO
spe i ations (i.e., with nested onjun tive and disjun tive goals).
A natural way of augmenting the expressivity of the spe i ation language is
to onsider rst order fragments of linear logi . First order formulas an be used,
in fa t, to olor the internal state of pro esses with stru tured data [Andreoli and
Pares hi, 1991, Miller, 1996℄. The ombination between rst order formulas and
linear onne tives provides a well-founded interpretation of the dynami s in the
evolution of the internal state of a pro ess [Andreoli and Pares hi, 1991, Miller,
1992, 1996℄. First order quanti ation in goal formulas has several interesting
interpretations here: it an be viewed either as a sort of hiding operator in the
A ording to the usual terminology in logi programming, bottom-up evaluation is intended
to denote derivation of logi al onsequen es of a program, starting from the axioms
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style of - al ulus [Miller, 1992℄, or as a me hanism to generate fresh names as in
[Cervesato et al., 1999℄.
In [Bozzano et al., 2002b, Bozzano, 2002℄ we de ned a pro edure for the bottomup evaluation of rst order LO programs with universally quanti ed goals. Via
the onne tion between provability and rea hability established in [Bozzano et al.,
2000℄, we an view su h an evaluation pro edure as a validation te hnique for spe i ations of omplex on urrent systems. The bottom-up evaluation pro edure is
based on an e e tive xpoint operator and on a symboli and nite representation
of a potentially in nite olle tion of rst order provable LO goals (multisets of
atoms). The use of this symboli representation is ru ial when trying to prove
properties of parameterized systems, i.e., systems in whi h the number of individual pro esses is left as a parameter of the spe i ation like for multi-agent
proto ols with multiple parallel sessions.
New Contribution In this paper we investigate the appli ability of the bottomup evaluation strategy of [Bozzano et al., 2002b℄ for the purposes of automated
validation of authenti ation proto ols. The design and implementation of ryptographi proto ols are diÆ ult and error-prone. Authenti ation proto ols should be
reliable enough to be used in a potentially ompromised environment. Ex hanging
non es, i.e., fresh values, is a ommonly used te hnique whi h is exploited in ombination with ryptography to a hieve authenti ation. Di erent approa hes have
been followed to spe ify and analyze proto ols. An in omplete list in lude for
instan e using belief logi s [Burrows et al., 1989℄, rewriting te hniques [Denker
et al., 1998, Cervesato et al., 1999, Cirstea, 2001℄, theorem proving [Paulson,
1998℄, logi programming [Meadows, 1996, Delzanno, 2001, Blan het, 2001℄, and
model- he king [Lowe, 1996, Marrero et al., 1997, Ros oe and Broadfoot, 1999℄.
Following [Cervesato et al., 1999℄, as spe i ation language we will use multion lusion lauses to represent a given set of agents ( alled prin ipals) exe uting
parallel proto ol sessions by ex hanging messages over a network. We will use the
Dolev-Yao intruder model and related message and ryptographi assumptions.
Also, enri hing linear logi spe i ations with universal quanti ation in goal formulas will provide a logi al and lean way to express reation of non es. In order
to reason about se urity properties, we will apply our general purpose bottom-up
evaluation s heme for rst order linear logi . Our approa h is well suited to verify
properties whi h an be spe i ed by means of minimal onditions (e.g., a given
state is unsafe if there are at least two prin ipals whi h have ompleted the exe ution of a proto ol and a given shared se ret has been unintentionally dis losed to
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a third mali ious agent). The resulting veri ation method has onne tions both
with (symboli ) model he king [Abdulla et al., 2000℄ and with theorem proving
[Andreoli, 1992℄. Unlike traditional approa hes based on model- he king, we an
reason about parametri , in nite-state systems, thus we do not pose any limitation on the number of parallel runs of a given proto ol (we also allow a prin ipal
to take part into di erent sessions at the same time, possibly with di erent roles).
We have built a prototype, written in standard ML, to implement the bottom
up evaluation of LO programs (see [Bozzano, 2002℄), whi h we have used to arry
out some experiments using the approa h previously des ribed. In parti ular, in
this paper we present and analyze well-known examples of authenti ation protools taken from the literature on se urity, like the Needham-S hroeder proto ol
[Needham and S hroeder, 1978℄, a orre ted version of Needham-S hroeder, and
Otway-Rees [Otway and Rees, 1987℄. In addition we report on the experiment with
the gg proto ol introdu ed by Millen in [Millen, 1999℄. Millen's gg proto ol is
a hallenging ase study for the following reasons. First, the proto ol is free from
sequential atta ks, whereas it su ers from parallel atta ks that o ur only when
at least two sessions are run in parallel. Se ondly, the s heme underlying gg an
be generalized so as to obtain higher order atta ks (i.e., atta ks that need at least
k sessions in parallel). Sin e we do not need to put a bound on the number of
parallel sessions, the appli ation of our method is sound for any instan e of the
proto ol. Our experiments show that our methodology an be e e tive to analyze
interesting aspe ts of authenti ation su h as se re y or on dentiality.
Related work A wide resear h area in se urity proto ol analysis is related to
rewriting. For instan e, in [Cirstea, 2001℄ proto ols are spe i ed as rewriting theories whi h an be exe uted in the ELAN system. A similar approa h is followed
in [Denker et al., 1998℄, where the target exe utable language is instead Maude.
In [Ja quemard et al., 2000℄ the authors present an automati ompilation proess from se urity proto ol des riptions into rewrite rules. The resulting spe i ations are then exe uted using the daTa theorem prover. As a di eren e with
[Denker et al., 1998℄, whi h is based on mat hing, the exe ution strategy of
[Ja quemard et al., 2000℄ relies on narrowing and AC uni ation. Our approa h,
based on multiset uni ation, is learly loser to the latter approa h, although
urrently we do not support equational theories. All of the above approa hes are
limited to proto ol debugging, therefore they an nd atta ks mounted on a given
proto ol, but they annot be used to analyze orre tness.
In [Genet and Klay, 2000℄ Genet and Klay use Term Rewriting Systems and tree
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automata to build an over-approximation of the rea hability set for an arbitrary
number of proto ol sessions. Tree automata are used to symboli ally represent
an arbitrary number of prin ipals' lo al states. A rewriting system represents
instead intruder and proto ol rules. The over-approximation is omputed via a
ompletion pro edure applied to automata and rewrite rules. The method an be
used for se re y but it might return false atta ks. Furthermore, validity onditions
on time-stamps annot be modeled in this framework. Another approa h whi h
shares some similarity with ours is [Delzanno, 2001℄, where a spe i ation for
se urity proto ols based on rewriting and en oded in a subset of intuitionisti
logi is presented. The author uses universal quanti ation to generate non es,
like us, and embedded impli ation to store the knowledge of agents. This approa h
is still limited to proto ol debugging. Di erently from our approa h, all the above
works are based on a forward sear h strategy, while e e tiveness of our veri ation
algorithm strongly relies on a ba kward sear h strategy.
An alternative approa h to verifying se urity proto ols is based on model he king. For instan e, the FDR model he king tool was used by Lowe [Lowe, 1996℄
to analyze the Needham-S hroeder publi -key proto ol. Other works whi h fall
into this lass are [Marrero et al., 1997, Ros oe and Broadfoot, 1999℄. All these
approa hes have in ommon the use of some kind of abstra tion to transform the
original problem into a nite-state model- he king problem, whi h is then studied
by performing a forward rea hability analysis. Using a nite-state approximation
has the advantage of guaranteeing termination, however it only allows one to analyze a xed number of on urrent proto ol runs, an approa h whi h is infeasible
as this number in reases. The restri tion to nite-state models, however, is not
always ne essary. As shown in [Amadio and Lugiez, 2000, Boreale, 2001, Chevalier
and Vigneron, 2002, Millen and Shmatikov, 2001, Rusinowit h and Turuani, 2001℄,
atta ks for a bounded number of sessions and Dolev-Yao intruders an algorithmially be dis overed. In these approa hes onstraints relating the knowledge of the
intruder and messages sent by honest prin ipals are in rementally olle ted during
a symboli proto ol exe ution and solved only after the session is ompleted. If a
solution to the resulting onstraint exists, then the intruder has a way to break
the proto ol. Lazy data stru tures an also be used to explore the in nite-state
sear h spa e of an inse ure network in a demand-driven manner [Basin, 1999℄. As
a di eren e from the above mentioned approa hes, we use a symboli representation for in nite sets of states and a ba kward rea hability veri ation pro edure,
whi h avoids putting limitations on the number of parallel sessions.
Theorem proving te hniques are used in [Paulson, 1998℄, where proto ols are
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indu tively de ned as sets of tra es, and formally analyzed using the theorem
prover Isabelle. Here, analysis is a semi-automati pro ess whi h an take several
days. The NRL proto ol analyzer [Meadows, 1996℄ provides a mixed approa h. It is
based on proto ol spe i ations given via Prolog rules, and enri hed via a limited
form of term rewriting and narrowing to manage symboli en ryption equations.
Similarly to us, veri ation is performed by means of a symboli model- he ker
whi h relies on a ba kward evaluation pro edure whi h takes as input a set of
inse ure states. The analyzer needs to be fed with some indu tive lemma, in the
same way theorem provers need to be guided during the proof sear h pro ess.
The Athena algorithm proposed in [Song, 1999℄ automatizes orre tness proofs
for models based on Strand Spa es. In Athena in nite sets of bundles (proto ol
exe utions), are symboli ally represented via semi-bundles, a partially ordered
event stru ture made parametri via the use of rst order variables, and the goal
binding relation, a symboli representation of several possible `useless' steps of the
intruder that may o ur between a send- and a re eive-event. Semi-bundles are
in rementally re ned during ba kward sear h, until all re eive-events are bound to
some send-event. Similarly to our method and to NRL proto ol analyzer, Athena
an be used both for debugging and veri ation, and needs pruning te hniques
(e.g., the unrea hability lemma of [Song, 1999℄ or restri tions on the apability of
the intruder as in the example shown in the appendix of [Song, 1999℄) to a hieve
termination. However, in Athena freshness of non es is expressed at the meta level
in the proto ol model, and it is ontrolled during the analysis with spe ial he ks
on the origin of messages. On the ontrary, in our method the use of universal
quanti ation allows us to reason about freshness inside the logi .
In [Blan het, 2001℄, Blan het proposes an optimized spe i ation of se urity
proto ols based on an \atta ker view" of proto ol se urity, spe i ed by means
of Prolog rules, as in [Meadows, 1996℄. The approa h has been applied to prove
orre tness of a number of real proto ols. The veri ation algorithm performs a
ba kward depth- rst sear h, whi h seems to be losely related to our evaluation
strategy, and uses an intermediate ode optimization using a te hnique similar to
unfolding, whi h we plan to study as future work. On the other hand, we think
that the multiset rewriting formalism whi h we use is more amenable to an automati translation from the usual proto ol notation. Ensuring faithfulness between
the intended semanti s of a proto ol and its spe i ation is ne essary to prove
orre tness. Also, with respe t to [Blan het, 2001℄, we use a leaner treatment
for non es, and we don't have to use approximations (whi h may introdu e false
atta ks) ex ept for invariant strengthening, whi h an be ontrolled by the user.
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The use of Horn logi is also a hara teristi of Cohen's TAPS veri er [Cohen,
2000℄. Di erently from Blan het's method, the TAPS veri er generates however
state-dependent invariants from the proto ol model. These invariants are ombines
with lemmas provided by the user. The rst order theorem prover SPASS is used
then to dis harge the proof obligations produ ed by a proof system used to simplify
the invariants a ording to the apability of the intruder. While TAPS is very fast
and e e tive, it does not produ e readable ounterexamples, a feature that might
be very important when sear hing for justi ations of potential atta ks.
Con erning the pro ess of translation from the usual informal notation for proto ols, whi h we plan to study as future work, existing approa hes in lude Casper
[Lowe, 1998℄, a ompiler from proto ol spe i ations into the CSP pro ess algebra, oriented towards veri ation in FDR, and CAPSL [Millen, 1997℄, a spe i ation
language whi h an be ompiled into an intermediate language and used to feed
tools like Maude [Denker et al., 1998℄ or the NRL analyzer [Meadows, 1996℄. Finally, [Ja quemard et al., 2000℄ presents an automati ompilation pro ess into
rewriting rules whi h is able to manage in nite-state models.
Con erning the appli ation of linear logi to veri ation, we would like to mention [Fages et al., 2001℄, where phase semanti s is used to prove properties of
spe i ation of on urrent onstraint programs. The phase semanti s for LO proposed by Andreoli ould be the possible onne tion between the manual `semanti driven' method of [Fages et al., 2001℄ and our automated `synta ti -driven' method
that ould be interesting to investigate.
This paper extends the preliminary results dis ussed in [Bozzano and Delzanno,
2002℄ where the fo us was on the gg proto ol. The te hni al details of the bottomup evaluation strategy for LO8 programs is des ribed in [Bozzano et al., 2002b℄
(where, as pra ti al example, we have studied a parameterized mutual ex lusion
proto ol). The rst author's PhD thesis [Bozzano, 2002℄ also ontains a detailed
presentation and proofs for the results presented in this paper. Some preliminary
results (e.g. Needham-S hroeder proto ol) were also dis ussed in [Bozzano, 2001℄.
Stru ture of the paper In Se tion 2 we present some ba kground material on
authenti ation. In Se tion 3 we introdu e the language LO with universally quanti ed goals. In Se tion 4 we illustrate our en oding of authenti ation proto ols in
linear logi , and we exemplify it in Se tion 5, where the gg proto ol is presented.
In Se tion 6 we dis uss the adequa y of the proto ol en oding in linear logi . In
Se tion 7 we dis uss the appli ation of our bottom-up evaluation algorithm for the
veri ation of se urity properties of authenti ation proto ols. Se tion 8 olle ts
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some examples of authenti ation proto ols, and dis usses their spe i ation and
veri ation. Finally, in Se tion 9 we draw some on lusions.
2. Ba kground on Authenti ation

In this se tion we brie y dis uss some ba kground on authenti ation proto ols
and we x some notations whi h we will use in the rest of the paper.
Authenti ation proto ols are used to oordinate the a tivity of di erent parties
(e.g., users, hosts, or pro esses) operating over a network. These parties are usually
referred to as prin ipals in se urity literature. An authenti ation proto ol generally
onsists of a sequen e of messages ex hanged between two or more prin ipals (e.g.,
two users and a oordinating entity a ting as a server). The form and number of
ex hanged messages is usually xed in advan e and must onform to a spe i
format. In general, a given prin ipal an take part into a given proto ol run in
di erent ways, e.g., as the initiator of the proto ol or the responder (it is usually
said that a prin ipal an have di erent roles). Often, a prin ipal is allowed to take
part into di erent proto ol runs simultaneously, possibly with di erent roles.
The design of authenti ation proto ols must take into a ount the possibility of
messages to be inter epted, and the presen e of mali ious agents whi h an impersonate the role of an honest prin ipal. One of the key issues in authenti ation is to
ensure on dentiality, i.e., to avoid private information being dis losed to unauthorized lients. Another issue is to prevent mali ious prin ipals from heating
by impersonating other prin ipals. A prin ipal should have enough information
to ensure that every message re eived has been reated re ently (as part of the
urrent proto ol run) and by the prin ipal who laims to have sent it (replaying
of old messages should be dete ted). Authenti ation proto ols must be designed
in su h a way to be resistant to every possible form of atta k. In parti ular, intereption of messages an prevent ompletion of a proto ol run, but should never
ause a leak of information or ompromise se urity.
Cryptographi primitives are a fundamental, though not suÆ ient, ingredient
of authenti ation proto ols. A message to be transmitted over a network is usually
referred to as plaintext. The task of a ryptographi algorithm is to onvert the
given message to a form whi h is unintelligible to anyone else ex ept the intended
re eiver. The onversion phase is alled en ryption and usually depends on an
additional parameter known as en ryption key, whereas the en oded message is
referred to as iphertext. The reverse phase of de oding is alled de ryption, and
usually requires possession of the orresponding de ryption key.
Authenti ation proto ols (see [Clark and Ja ob, 1997℄ for a survey) are usually
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lassi ed depending on the ryptographi approa h taken, e.g., symmetri key or
publi key proto ols. Furthermore, a distin tion is also made between proto ols
whi h use one or more trusted third parties (e.g., a entral distribution key server)
and proto ols whi h do not. In symmetri key ryptography, se urity of ommuniation requires the keys to be kept se ret between the relevant prin ipals, whereas
in publi key ryptography, ea h prin ipal A has a pair of keys, the rst one being
the publi key, and the other the private key. The publi key is made available
and an be used to en rypt messages for prin ipal A, whereas the private key is
only known to A, who an use it to de rypt in oming messages. Some publi key
algorithm allow the private key to be used for en ryption and the publi key to
be used for de ryption. This me hanism is used to guarantee authenti ity (rather
than on dentiality) of messages.
Authenti ation proto ols an be ompromised by di erent forms of atta ks (see
also [Clark and Ja ob, 1997℄). For instan e, freshness atta ks typi ally take pla e
when a prin ipal is indu ed to a ept, as part of the urrent proto ol run, an
old message whi h is urrently being replayed by a mali ious intruder; type aw
atta ks take pla e when a prin ipal is indu ed to erroneously interpret the stru ture of the urrent message; parallel session atta ks are usually arried out by a
mali ious intruder whi h forms messages for a given proto ol run using messages
oming another legitimate session whi h is exe uted on urrently; implementation
dependent atta ks are very subtle and an depend on a number of ways a given
proto ol is implemented.
2.1. The Dolev-Yao Intruder Model

Most formal approa hes to proto ol spe i ation and analysis, in luding ours, are
based on a set of simplifying assumptions, whi h is known as the Dolev-Yao intruder model. This model has been developed on the basis of some assumptions
des ribed in [Needham and S hroeder, 1978℄ and [Dolev and Yao, 1983℄. A ording to this model, messages are onsidered as indivisible abstra t values, instead
of sequen es of bits. Furthermore, the details of the parti ular rypto-algorithm
used are abstra ted away, giving rise to a bla k-box model of en ryption (perfe t
en ryption). This set of assumptions simpli es proto ol analysis, although it has
the drawba k of preventing the dis overy of implementation dependent atta ks.
The Dolev-Yao intruder model onsists of a set onservative assumptions on
the potentialities of any possible atta ker. Typi ally, this model tries to depi t
a worst- ase s enario, in whi h there is an intruder who has omplete ontrol of
the network, so that he/she an inter ept messages, blo k further transmission
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and/or replay them at any time, possibly modifying them. The intruder works by

de omposing messages (provided he/she knows the key they are en rypted with),
and omposing new messages. In general, the intruder knows the identity and,

in the ase of publi -key en ryption, the publi keys of the other prin ipals. The
intruder is supposed not to know the private keys of the other prin ipals, unless
they have been dis losed in some way.
It has been proved that the Dolev-Yao intruder is, so to say, the most powerful
atta ker [Cervesato, 2001a℄ for the given model under onsideration (e.g., perfe t
en ryption), in the sense that it an simulate the a tivity of any other possible
atta ker. Furthermore, in [Syverson et al., 2000℄ it has been proved that it is not
restri tive to onsider a single Dolev-Yao intruder instead of multiple ones.
2.2. An Informal Proto ol Notation

In the literature on se urity, proto ols are usually presented by means of an informal notation. We explain this notation illustrating the so- alled NeedhamS hroeder publi -key authenti ation proto ol [Needham and S hroeder, 1978℄ (see
also Se tion 8.2). The proto ol, in the usual notation, is as follows.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

A
S
A
B
S
B
A

!S
!A
!B
!S
!B
!A
!B

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

A; B
Kb ; B Ks 1
Na ; A Kb
B; A
Ka ; A Ks 1
Na ; Nb Ka
Nb Kb

f
f

g
g

f
g
f
g
f g

The proto ol is run to a hieve authenti ation between two prin ipals A and B . A
entral server S is in harge of distributing the publi keys of prin ipals. Messages
3, 6, and 7 are the ore of the proto ol, while the purpose of messages 1, 2, 4 and
5 is to get publi keys from the entral authority. The notation fM g indi ates a
message with ontent M and en rypted with a key K . Also, by onvention A; B; : : :
indi ate prin ipal identi ers, K and K denote, respe tively, A's and B 's publi
keys, and K 1 is the private key of server S (en ryption with the private key is
used to ensure authenti ity).
Now, the proto ol has the following stru ture. A given prin ipal A a ts as
initiator of the proto ol, and asks the entral authority for B 's publi key (message
1). The entral authority sends ba k to A the required key (message 2: B 's identity
is in luded in the message to prevent atta ks based on diverting key deliveries).
K

a

s

b
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Prin ipal A reates a non e (i.e., a newly generated value), alled N , and sends
it to B together with its own identity (message 3), en rypting the message with
B 's publi key. Upon re eiving this message, prin ipal B de rypts the message,
and in turn asks the entral authority for the publi key of A (message 4). After
getting the server's reply (message 5), prin ipal B generates a new non e N ,
and sends both non es, N and N , to A, en rypting the message with A's key
(message 6). When A gets this message, a he k is made that it ontains the
previously generated non e N , and, if so, a new message, en rypted with B 's
key and in luding the last non e N , is sent to B (message 7). The proto ol is
su essfully ompleted provided B gets the previously generated non e N .
Completion of the proto ol should onvin e A about B 's identity (and vi e
versa) and also provide A and B with two shared values (N and N ) whi h they
ould use afterwards for authenti ation purposes. The use of non es is ubiquitous
in authenti ation proto ols. Intuitively, a non e should be onsidered as some sort
of random and unguessable value, whose purpose is to prevent a mali ious intruder
from attempting to break a given proto ol by sending messages and pretending
they have been generated by someone else. To exemplify, an atta ker ould possibly
pretend to be prin ipal B , inter ept message 6 and repla e it with a di erent
message. However, the message reated by the atta ker will never be a epted as
a legitimate message by A, unless it ontains the non e N . Unfortunately (for
the atta ker) non e N is not known ex ept to B (and A, of ourse), be ause
only B an de rypt message 3. Intuitively, assuming A and B behave honestly
and their private keys are not known to anyone else, and assuming non es are
not guessable, the proto ol should prevent a mali ious intruder to impersonate
one of the two prin ipals. However, under ertain onditions, this proto ol fails to
a hieve authenti ation [Lowe, 1995℄. We will dis uss this point in Se tion 8.2.
a

b

a

b

a

b

b

a

b

a

a

3. The Spe i ation Language LO8

LO [Andreoli and Pares hi, 1991℄ is a logi programming language based on
a fragment of LinLog [Andreoli, 1992℄. Its mathemati al foundations lie on a
proof-theoreti al presentation of a fragment of linear logi de ned over the linear onne tives Æ (linear impli ation, we use the reversed notation H Æ G for
G Æ H ), & (additive onjun tion),
(multipli ative disjun tion), and the onstant > (additive identity). In this se tion we present the proof-theoreti al semanti s, orresponding to the usual top-down operational semanti s for traditional
logi programming languages, for an extension of LO. First of all, we onsider a
slight extension of LO whi h admits the onstant ? in goals and lause heads.
&
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More importantly, we allow the universal quanti er to appear, possibly nested, in
goals. This extension is inspired by multiset rewriting with universal quanti ation
[Cervesato et al., 1999℄. The resulting language will be alled LO8 hereafter.
Following [Andreoli and Pares hi, 1991℄, we give the following de nitions. Let 
be a signature with predi ates in luding a set of onstant and fun tion symbols L
and a set of predi ate symbols P , and let V be a denumerable set of variables. An
atomi formula over  and V has the form p(t1 ; : : : ; t ) (with n  0), where p 2 P
and t1 ; : : : ; t are (non-ground) terms in TV . We denote the set of su h atomi
formulas as AV, and the set of ground (i.e., without variables) atomi formulas as
A . Finally, given a formula F , FV (F ) is the set of free variables of F .
The lasses of -formulas (goal formulas), and -formulas (multi-headed lauses)
over  and V are de ned by the following grammar:
n

n

G

D

G ::= G G j G & G j 8x:G j A j > j ?
H ::= A : : : A j ?
D ::= 8 (H Æ G)

&
&

&

where stands for an atomi formula over  and V , and 8 (H Æ G) stands for
8x1 : : : x : (H Æ G), with fx1; : : : ; x g = FV (H Æ G).
An LO8 program over  and V is a set of -formulas over  and V . A multiset
of goal formulas will be alled a ontext hereafter. In the following we usually
omit the universal quanti er in -formulas, i.e., we onsider free variables as
being impli itly universally quanti ed. Let  be a signature with predi ates and
V a denumerable set of variables. An LO8 sequent has the form
A
k

k

D

D

P

P

` G1 ; : : : ; G

k

;

where P is an LO8 program over  and V , G1; : : : ; G is a ontext (i.e., a
multiset of goals) over  and V , and  is a signature su h that   . We will
use Sig to denote the set of all possible extensions of  (as explained in Se tion
3.1, the top-down onstru tion of LO proofs, and in parti ular the rule dealing
with the universal quanti er, may require to extend the original signature).
P

k

P

P

P

3.1. Top-down Provability

We now de ne provability in LO8. Let  be a signature with predi ates and V
a denumerable set of variables. Given an LO8 program P over  and V , and a
signature  su h that   , the set of ground instan es of P , denoted Gnd (P ),
is de ned as follows:
P

P

Gnd (P ) = f (H Æ

) j 8 (H Æ G) 2 P g;

G 
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` G1 ; G2 ; 
P ` G1 G2 ; 

` G1 ;  P ` G2 ; 
&
P ` >; 
P ` G1 & G2 ; 
P ` G; A
P ` G[ =x℄; 
P ` 
b (H Æ G 2 Gnd (P ))
8 ( 26 )
?
b; A
P ` ?; 
P ` 8x:G; 
P ` H

&

r

&

P

>

P

r

r

;

r

r

Figure 1: A proof system for LO

8

where  is a grounding substitution for H Æ G (i.e., it maps free variables in
FV (H Æ G) to ground terms in T ). The exe ution of a multiset of -formulas
G1 ; : : : ; G over  in P orresponds to a goal-driven proof for the LO8 sequent
P ` G1 ; : : : ; G .
The operational semanti s of LO8 is given via the uniform (fo using) [Andreoli,
1992℄ proof system presented in Figure 1, where P is a set of lauses, A is a
multiset of atomi formulas, and  is a multiset of -formulas. We have used
the notation Hb , where H is a linear disjun tion of atomi formulas a1 : : : a ,
to denote the multiset a1; : : : ; a (by onvention, ?b = , where  is the empty
multiset). We say that G is provable from P if there exists a proof tree, built over
the proof system of Figure 1, with root P `  G, and su h that every bran h is
terminated with an instan e of the > axiom. The proof system of Figure 1 is a
spe ialization of more general uniform proof systems for linear logi like Andreoli's
fo using proofs [Andreoli, 1992℄ and Forum [Miller, 1996℄. Rule b is analogous to
a ba k haining (resolution) step in traditional logi programming languages. Note
that a ording to the on ept of resolution explained above, b an be exe uted
only if the right-hand side of the urrent LO sequent onsists of atomi formulas.
As an instan e of rule b , we get the following proof fragment, whi h deals with
the ase of lauses with empty head:
G

k

k

&

&

G

n

n

r

...
.

` A; G
b
P ` A
provided ? Æ G 2 Gnd (P )
P

Given that lauses with empty head are always appli able in atomi ontexts, the
degree of non-determinism they introdu e in proof sear h is usually onsidered
una eptable [Miller, 1996℄ and in parti ular they are forbidden in the original
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presentation of LO [Andreoli and Pares hi, 1991℄. However, our omputational
model, i.e., bottom-up evaluation, does not su er this drawba k. Clauses with
empty head often allow more exible spe i ations (see, e.g., Se tion 4).
LO lauses having the form H Æ > play the same role as axioms (i.e., unit
lauses) for Horn programs. In fa t, when a ba k haining step over su h a lause
is possible, we get a su essful (bran h of) omputation, independently of the
urrent ontext A, as shown in the following proof s heme:
>
` >; A
b
b A
P ` H;
provided H Æ > 2 Gnd (P )
P

r

The previous observation an be stated as follows. Let 4 denote the multiset
in lusion relation. Given an LO8 program P and two multisets of goals ; 0 su h
that  4 0 , if P `  then P ` 0 (we refer to this property as admissibility
of the weakening rule [Bozzano et al., 2002b℄).
Finally, rule 8 an be used to dynami ally introdu e new names. The initial
signature  must ontain at least the onstant, fun tion, and predi ate symbols of
a given program P , and it an dynami ally grow thanks to rule 8 . Every time rule
8 is red, a new onstant is added to the urrent signature, and the resulting
goal is proved in the new one. The idea is that all terms appearing on the righthand side of a sequent are impli itly assumed to range over the relevant signature.
This behaviour is standard in logi programming languages [Miller et al., 1991℄.
Example 3.1: Let  be a signature with a onstant symbol a, a fun tion symbol
r

r

r

f and predi ate symbols p; q; r; s. Let P be the program onsisting of the lauses

1: r(w) Æ q(f (w)) s(w)
2: s(z) Æ 8x:p(f (x))
3: ? Æ q(u)& r(v)
4: p(x) q(x) Æ >
&

&

The goal s(a) is provable from P . The orresponding proof is shown in Figure 2
(where b ( ) denotes ba k haining rule over lause number i of P ). Noti e that
the notion of ground instan e is relative to the urrent signature. For instan e,
ba k haining over lause 3 is possible be ause the orresponding signature ontains
the onstant , and therefore ? Æ q (f ( )) & r( ) is a valid instan e of lause 3.
i
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P

>

r

;

(4)

b

;

;

` p(f ( )); q(f ( ))
P ` p(f ( )); q (f ( )) & r( )
P ` p(f ( ))
8
P ` 8x:p(f (x))
b (2)
P ` s(a)
;

&

;

;

b

(4)

b

` p(f ( )); q(f ( )); s( )
P ` p(f ( )); q (f ( )) s( )
P ` p(f ( )); r( )
P

&

P

` >

r

;

&

P

>

` >; s( )

b

r

(1)

r

(3)

;

r

Figure 2: An example of LO

8

proof

In the rest of the paper we will fo us our attention on an observational semanti s
that aptures the provability of a restri ted form of LO8 goals, namely goals onsisting of a multiset of ground atomi formulas. Spe i ally, given a program P
we de ne its top-down operational semanti s as follows.
De nition (Operational Semanti s): Given an LO8 program P , its operational semanti s, denoted O(P ), is given by
O(P ) = f A jA multiset of ground atoms in AP ; P `P A g:

Noti e that a multiset A = A1; : : : ; A (in the r.h.s. of a sequent) is logi ally
equivalent to the multipli ative disjun tion A1 : : : A .
&

k

k

&

4. Spe ifying Authenti ation Proto ols in LO8

In this se tion we introdu e, rather informally, some generalities about our enoding of proto ols in linear logi . Our spe i ation language has a natural orresponden e with the multiset rewriting formalism MSR proposed in [Cervesato
et al., 1999℄. This onne tion will be formally dis ussed in Se tion 6.
First of all, we need a representation for the entities (e.g., prin ipals and messages) involved. In parti ular, we will use a notation like
(

)

pr id; s
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to denote a prin ipal with identi er id and internal state s. The internal state s
an store information about an ongoing exe ution of a proto ol (e.g.,, the identi er
of another prin ipal, whi h step of the proto ol has been exe uted, the role of the
prin ipal, and so on). Typi ally, the state s will be a term like init (indi ating the
initial state of a prin ipal, before proto ol exe ution), or a term like
(

)

stepi data ;

where the onstru tor step denotes whi h is the last step exe uted and data
represents the internal data of a prin ipal. We allow more than one atom pr(id; )
inside a given on guration. In this way, we an model the possibility of a given
prin ipal to take part into di erent proto ol runs, possibly with di erent roles.
Messages sent over a given network an in turn be represented by terms like
i

(

)

n mess ontent ;

where mess ontent is the ontent of the message. Depending on the parti ular proto ol under onsideration, we an x a spe i format for messages. For
instan e, a message en rypted with the publi key of a prin ipal a ould be represented as the term en (pubk(a); mess ontent).
Finally, we will use the Dolev-Yao intruder model (see [Cervesato et al., 1999℄)
and the asso iated assumptions. In parti ular, we use terms su h as
(inf )

m

to represent the information in possession of the intruder (m stands for the
internal memory of the intruder). At any given instant of time, we an think of
the urrent state of a given system as a multiset of atoms representing prin ipals
and messages urrently on the network, and the intruder knowledge.
Following [Cervesato et al., 1999℄, we represent the environment in whi h proto ol exe ution takes pla e by means of: a proto ol theory, whi h in ludes rules
for every proto ol role (typi ally, one rule for every step of the proto ol), and an
intruder theory, whi h formalizes the set of possible a tions of a mali ious intruder
who tries to break the proto ol. In addition, it is possible to have additional rules
for the environment. Rules assume the general format
Fn

Æ 8x1 : : : 8x : G1
k

&

&

:::

:::

&

&

F1

Gm

where F , G are atomi formulas (representing e.g., prin ipals or messages), x are
variables, and all free variables are impli itly universally quanti ed. As explained
in Se tion 3, the standard semanti s for the universal quanti er requires new
i

i

i
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values to be hosen before appli ation of a rule. We use this behaviour to en ode
non e generation during proto ol runs. As a result, we get for free the assumption
(required by the Dolev-Yao model) that non es are not guessable.
We allow a partial spe i ation of the set of initial states. This strategy is
more exible in that it may help us to nd additional hypotheses under whi h a
given atta k might take pla e. As a general rule, the partial spe i ation of the
initial states we have hosen requires every prin ipal to be in his/her initial state
(represented by the term init) at the beginning of proto ol exe ution.
We on lude this se tion by olle ting together some rules whi h are ommon to
all the examples presented in the rest of the paper. We will use these onventions:
free variables inside a rule are always impli itly universally quanti ed, and variables are written as upper- ase identi ers. We have two rules for the environment:
) ? Æ 8ID:(pr(ID; init))
) pr(Z; S ) Æ pr(Z; S ) pr(Z; init)
&

e1
e2

The rst rule allows the non-deterministi reation of new prin ipals (we use the
universal quanti er to generate new identi ers for them), whereas the se ond one
allows reation of a new instan e of a given prin ipal (this allows a prin ipal to
start another exe ution of a given proto ol with a new and possibly di erent role).
Both rules an be red at run-time, i.e., during the exe ution of a given proto ol.
Thus, we will always work in an open environment with multiple sessions running
in parallel between several agents. We use the term init to denote the initial state
of any given prin ipal. We also have the following two rules for the intruder theory:
) pr(Z; S ) Æ pr(Z; S )
) ? Æ 8N:(m(N ))

&

t1
t2

( )

m Z

The rst rule allows the intruder to store a prin ipal identi er, whereas the se ond
one formalizes the apability of the intruder to generate new values (e.g., non es).
To exemplify the proto ol en oding introdu ed in this se tion, in the following
se tion we will present the gg proto ol. Other examples of proto ols and their
analysis will be dis ussed in Se tion 8.
5. An Example: The Millen's gg proto ol

Although an arti ial proto ol, Millen's gg proto ol [Millen, 1999℄ provides an
example of a parallel session atta k, whi h requires running at least two pro esses
for the same role. It has been proved [Millen, 1999℄ that no serial atta ks exist,
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(
) pr(B; init) Æ pr(A; step1(B)) pr(B; init) n(plain(A))
(
) n(plain(A)) Æ 8N 1:8N 2:(pr(B; step2(A; N 1)) n(plain(N 1; N 2)))
pr(A; step1(B ))
n(plain(N 1; N 2)) Æ 8S:(pr(A; step3(B; S ))
n(en (pubk (B ); N 1; N 2; S )))
p4 ) pr(B; step2(A; N 1))
n(en (pubk (B ); N 1; X; Y )) Æ pr(B; step4(A))
n(plain(N 1; X ); en (pubk (B ); X; Y; N 1))
&

&

&

&

&
&

pr B; init

&

pr A; init

p2

&

)
)
p3 )

p1

&

Figure 3: Spe

i ation of the

gg

proto ol

i.e., the proto ol is se ure if pro esses are serialized. The proto ol is as follows.
1:
2:
3:
4:

A
B
A
B

!B
!A
!B
!A

: A
: N 1 ; N2
: fN1 ; N2 ; S g b %fN1; X; Y g
: N1; X; fX; Y; N1 g b
K

b

K

K

and N2 stand for non es, reated by prin ipal B and in luded in message
2. The m%m0 notation, introdu ed in [Lowe, 1998℄, used in message 3 represents
a message whi h has been reated by the sender a ording to format m, but is
interpreted as m0 by the re eiver. In this ase, the intuition is that upon re eiving
message 3, B he ks that the rst omponent does orrespond to the rst of the
two non es previously reated, while no he k at all is performed on the se ond
omponent of the message. In message 3, S stands for a se ret, of the same length
as a non e, whi h is in possession of A. The se urity property one is interested to
analyze is whether the se ret S an be dis losed to a mali ious intruder. We have
implemented the gg proto ol through the spe i ation shown in Figure 3, while
the intruder theory is presented in Figure 4. The spe i ation onsists of a set of
proto ol rules (rules p1 through p4 in Figure 3) and an intruder theory (rules i1
through i8 in Figure 4). We remind the reader that the four rules e1, e2, t1 and t2
dis ussed in Se tion 4 are in addition to the present rules. Proto ol rules dire tly
orrespond to the informal des ription of the gg proto ol previously presented.
We have followed the onventions outlined in Se tion 4 to model the internal
state of prin ipals. In parti ular, we have a term init denoting the initial state
of a prin ipal, and the onstru tors step1, step2, step3 and step4 to model the
di erent steps of a proto ol run. At every step, ea h prin ipal needs to remember
the identi er of the other prin ipal he/she is exe uting the proto ol with. In
addition, at step 2 the responder stores the rst non e reated (in order to be
N1
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( ( )) Æ m(plain(X ))
( ( )) Æ m(plain(X )) m(plain(Y ))
n(en (X; Y; Z; W )) Æ m(en (X; Y; Z; W ))
m(plain(Y ))
n(plain(X; Y ); en (U; V; W; Z )) Æ m(plain(X ))
m(en (U; V; W; Z ))
n(plain(X ))
m(plain(X )) Æ m(plain(X ))
m(plain(X ))
m(plain(Y )) Æ m(plain(X ))
m(plain(Y ))
n(plain(X; Y ))
m(en (X; Y; Z; W )) Æ m(en (X; Y; Z; W ))
n(en (X; Y; Z; W ))
m(plain(X ))
m(plain(Y ))
m(en (U; V; W; Z )) Æ m(plain(X ))
m(plain(Y ))
m(en (U; V; W; Z ))
n(plain(X; Y ); en (U; V; W; Z ))
&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

i6

&

)
)
i7 )
i8 )
i5

&

n plain X; Y

&

n plain X

i2

&

)
)
i3 )
i4 )

i1

Figure 4: Intruder theory for the gg

proto ol

able to perform the required he k, see rule p4), and at step 3 the initiator of
the proto ol remembers the se ret S . We have modeled the se ret S using the
universal quanti er, as for non es. In this way, we an get for free the requirement
that the se ret initially is only known to the prin ipal who possesses it. Finally,
we have term onstru tors plain(: : :) and en (: : :) (to be pre ise, we should say a
family of term onstru tors, as we nd it onvenient to overload the same symbol
with di erent arities) to distinguish plain messages from en rypted messages.
The intruder theory is made up of rules i1 through i8 in Figure 4. Let us dis uss
it in more detail. Rules i1 through i4 are de omposition rules, whereas rules i5
through i8 are omposition rules. We have four rules for ea h of the two di erent
kinds ( omposition and de omposition) of messages, dealing with the di erent
formats of messages used in the gg proto ol. For instan e, rule i1 deals with
de omposition of plain messages with one omponent, whereas rule i4 deals with
de omposition of messages with two plain omponents and one en rypted omponent, and so on. Clearly, the intruder annot furtherly de ompose en rypted
omponents, whi h are stored exa tly as they are, whereas plain messages are deomposed into their atomi onstituents. The intruder theory we have presented
is an instan e of the general Dolev-Yao intruder theory, in that intruder rules
have been tailored to the parti ular form of messages used in the spe i proto ol
under onsideration, an optimization often taken by veri ation methods [Ja quemard et al., 2000℄. We refer to Se tion 9 for a dis ussion on how this approa h
ould be generalized. In the ase of gg proto ol, we have not given the intruder
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any apability to de rypt messages. This hypothesis an be relaxed (as we did
for the analysis of the Needham-S hroeder proto ol, see Se tion 8.2). The present
spe i ation is suÆ ient for our purposes.
After presenting the en oding of proto ols in linear logi and the gg proto ol
as an example, in the following se tion we will dis uss the relationships between
derivations in the LO8 theory and MSR [Cervesato et al., 1999℄, a onsolidated
interleaving omputational model for ryptographi proto ols.
6. Adequa y of LO8-based Proto ol Spe i ations

To prove the adequa y of our en oding of authenti ation proto ols, we take as
referen e model the MSR language proposed in [Cervesato et al., 1999℄. This language is based on multiset rewriting over rst order atomi formulas and has been
used as referen e model in several papers in the literature on se urity proto ols.
The language MSR is stri tly related to a fragment of linear logi whi h turns
out to be dual with respe t to ours. Spe i ally, an MSR rule an be interpreted
as a linear logi formula de ned as A Æ 9x:B , meaning that A evolves into B
by reating a new name for x. A and B are multipli ative disjun tions of atomi
formulas. In LO with universal quanti ation the same e e t is obtained via the
lause A Æ 8x:B . In fa t, in the goal driven proof system of LO a omputation
step is obtaining by resolution (i.e., by redu ing the on lusion of a lause to
its premise). In the framework of [Cervesato et al., 1999℄ the rules are applied
by rewriting the premise into the on lusion. It is easy to see that the e e t of
quanti ation is the same in the two ases. Let us illustrate this idea with the
help of an example. Let  be a signature with two onstant symbols a and b, one
fun tion symbol f and two predi ate symbols p; q. Let V be a denumerable set of
variables and w; x; y 2 V . Let P onsists of the LO formula
( ( )) Æ p(f (x)) q(y) q(f (x))
and G = fp(a) p(b) q(f (b))g. Figure 5 shows one possible sequen e of appliations of LO proof rules that start from the sequent P `  G. It is important
&

q f y

&

&

8x; y; z:p(x)

&

&

to note that every b rule basi ally rewrites the head of a ground instan e of a
rule in P (whose atoms are underlined in the previous gure) into its body. This
property allows us to represent omputations via LO8 derivations, i.e., sequen es
of multiset rewriting steps de ned over (ground) atomi formulas. In the rest of
this se tion we will formalize the onne tion between MSR and LO8.
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...
.
P ` p(a); q (b); p(f (f (b))); q (b); q (f (f (b)))
...
.
P ` p(a); q (b); p(f (f (b))) q (b) q (f (f (b)))
P ` p(a); p(f (b)); q (b); q (f (b))
...
.
P ` p(a); p(f (b)) q (b) q (f (b))
b
P ` p(a); p(b); q (f (b))
...
.
P ` p(a) p(b) q (f (b))
&
&

r

b

&

& &
&
r

&
&

r

&

Figure 5: A fragment of LO

8

proof

6.1. MSR

An MSR spe i ation onsists of a set of multiset rewriting rules over rst order
atomi formulas with quanti ation on the right-hand side, namely formulas like
A1 ; : : : ; An

! 9x1: : : : 9x : B1 ; : : : ; B
k

m

where all free variables are onsidered as universally quanti ed. An MSR on guration M is a multiset of ground atomi formulas. The operational semanti s of
an MSR spe i ation S is de ned via the following one-step rewriting relation dened over pairs hM; i onsisting of an MSR on guration M and of a signature
 ontaining the fun tion and onstant symbols o urring in S and M.
Let M1 be an MSR on guration. Suppose that there exists a ground instan e of an MSR rule N1 ! 9x1 : : : : 9x : N2 in S su h that M1 = N1 + Q
for some on guration Q (where '+' denotes multiset union). Then, hM1; i )
hN2[ 1=x1 ; : : : ; =x ℄ + Q; 0 i where 1; : : : ; 2= , and 0 =  [ f 1; : : : ; g. In
the following we will use ) to denote the re exive and transitive
losure of ). An
MSR on guration M is rea hable from M0 if hM0; 0 i ) hM1; 1i for some
1 , where 0 is the signature asso iated with S and M0 .
We now de ne an embedding of MSR into LO8. Given an MSR rule R
k

k

k

k

A1 ; : : : ; An

! 9x1: : : : 9x : B1 ; : : : ; B
k

k

m
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we de ne lo(R) as the (universally quanti ed) LO8 lause
An

Æ 8x1: : : : 8x : B1
k

&

&

:::

:::

&

&

8(A1

Bm

)

Given an MSR spe i ation S onsisting of the MSR rules R1; : : : ; R , we naturally extend the mapping lo to S as follows: lo(S ) = flo(R1 ); : : : ; lo(R )g. Let
us now use the notation Seq  Seq0 to denote a partial LO8-derivation of sequent
Seq 0 from sequent Seq having the form of a single bran h. Then, the following
results holds.
q

q

Let S be an

Proposition 6.1 (Adequa y of the LO8 en oding of MSR):

MSR spe i ation, M0 and M1 be two MSR on gurations. If
hM1; 1i in S , then lo(S ) `1 M1  lo(S ) `0 M0.

hM0; 0i )

The proof is by indu tion on the number of rewriting steps K needed to
go from hM0; 0 i to hM1; 1i.
 The thesis immediately holds for K = 0 (i.e., M0 = M1).
 Now, suppose K > 0, i.e., hM0; 0 i ) hM; i)hM1; 1 i.
Then, by indu tive hypothesis we assume lo(S ) ` M  lo(S ) ` M0.
Furthermore, sin e hM; i)hM1; 1i, there exists a ground instan e of an
MSR rule N1 ! 9x1 : : : : 9x : N2 in S su h that M = N1 + Q for some
on guration Q, M1 = N2[ 1 =x1 ; : : : ; =x ℄ + Q and 1 =  [ f 1; : : : ; g
for 1 ; : : : ; 2= .
By de nition of the mapping lo, it is easy to he k that N1 ! 8x1 : : : : 8x : N2
is a ground instan e of lo(R), where A1; : : : ; A = A1 : : : A .
Sin e Nb = N , we an apply an instan e of the b rule to sequent Seq1 =
lo(S ) `  M obtaining the sequent Seq2 = lo(S ) `  8x1 : : : : 8x : N2 ; Q. By
applying k times the 8 rule, we get Seq3 = lo(S ) ` N2[ 1=x1 ; : : : ; =x ℄; Q.
Finally, assuming that N2[ 1=x1 ; : : : ; =x ℄ = B1 : : : B , by applying m
times the rule we obtain Seq = lo(S ) ` N2[ 1=x1 ; : : : ; =x ℄; Q. Sin e
M1 = N2[ 1=x1 ; : : : ; =x ℄; Q we have proved the thesis.

Proof:

0

k

k

k

k

k

&

&

n

k

n

k

&

k

k

1

k

&

r

m

1

r

&

k

k

k

k

k

2

Let us now all simple an LO8 lause R having the following form:
An

Æ 8x1: : : : 8x : B1
k

&

&

:::

:::

&

&

8(A1

Bm

)
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The orresponding MSR rule msr(R) is de ned as
A1 ; : : : ; An

! 9x1: : : : 9x : B1 ; : : : ; B
k

m

A simple LO8 spe i ation onsists of simple LO8 lauses only. The above mapping extends from rules to spe i ations in a straightforward manner. Then, the
following proposition holds.
Let T be a
simple LO8 spe i ation, M0 and M1 be two MSR on gurations. If T `1 M1 

T `0 M0 then hM0 ; 0 i ) hM1; 1 i in msr(T ).

Proposition 6.2 (Adequa y of the MSR en oding of LO8 ):

We rst note that partial derivations for simple LO8 theories have only
a single proof bran h ( lauses have no additive onjun tion in the body). The
proof is then by indu tion on the length of the single bran h in the derivation
T `  M1  T `  M0 . The proof is arried out quite similarly to the one of
the previous proposition, the only interesting ase being the indu tive step. Sin e
proofs in LO8 are goal driven we are for ed to apply in sequen e an instan e of
the b rule with respe t to a lause R, a nite number of times the 8 rule, and,
nally, a nite number of times the rule until the urrent goal onsists of
atomi formulas only. As shown in the previous proposition, this proof s heme
pre isely mimi s an appli ation of the MSR rule msr(R).
2
Thanks to the previous property and from the observation that we have adopted
the same style for the spe i ation of proto ols proposed in [Cervesato et al.,
1999℄, we an state the following result.
Proof:

1

0

r

r

&

Every interleaving exe ution of a proto ol S spe i ed in MSR (with or without intruder) is represented
by a partial LO8 derivation in lo(S ). Vi e versa, every partial LO8 derivation of
a proto ol T spe i ed in simple LO8 represents an interleaving exe ution of the
proto ol msr(T ).

Proposition 6.3 (Adequa y of the en oding):

7. Veri ation of Se urity Properties

Several pra ti al examples of safety properties present the following interesting
feature: their negation an be represented by means of the upward losure of a
olle tion of minimal violations, e.g., as for mutual ex lusion properties of ommuni ation proto ols [Abdulla et al., 2000℄. Thanks to this property, it often be omes
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&

Figure 6: A logi

(

4(ali e))

pr bob; step

&

) pr(ali e; step3(bob; S ))

u

(

( )) Æ >

m plain S

al representation of an in nite set of unsafe on guration for the

gg

proto ol

possible to nitely represent in nite olle tions of unsafe on gurations. Symboli
pro edures an be applied then in order to saturate the set of prede essor states
(by iteratively applying a transition relation ba kwardsy). Using this method and
assuming that a xpoint is eventually rea hed, it is possible then to establish
whi h initial states lead to violations of the property.
This observation an be applied in our setting in order to spe ify interesting
se urity properties. As an example, in the gg proto ol we onsider a on guration
unsafe if there exist at least two honest prin ipals, say ali e and bob, who have run
the proto ol to ompletion (i.e., they have ompleted, respe tively, step 4 and step
3) and the se ret S has been dis losed to the intruder (i.e., it is eventually stored
in the intruder's internal memory). In our setting a on guration is represented
as a multiset of atomi formulas. In order to symboli ally represent all possible
on gurations in whi h a violation might o ur, we an use then the LO8 lause
in Figure 6. Every top-down derivation leading from an initial goal (state) to
an instan e of the axiom > obtained by applying the rule u will represent a
possible atta k to the proto ol se urity. It is important to note that, thanks to the
admissibility of the weakening rule (see Se tion 3.1), the previous LO8 rule an
be used to represent unsafe on gurations for any number of prin ipals involved
in sessions running in parallel with the session arried over by ali e and bob.
Exploring all possible top-down derivations however orresponds to an exhaustive
sear h of the state spa e, and it would for e us to x a given initial on guration.
A possible way to ir umvent the problems due to forward exploration (topdown provability) is to use an alternative evaluation strategy for LO8 spe i ations.
The approa h we propose in this paper is based on the bottom-up evaluation
strategy of LO8 program we introdu ed in [Bozzano et al., 2002b℄. The idea is as
follows. Starting from a set of fa ts of the form H Æ >, we ompute all possible
logi al onsequen es with respe t to a given LO8 program. Computationally, this
evaluation strategy an be viewed as a ba kward exploration of the state spa e
of the system spe i ed by the LO8 theory. As explained before, the set of fa ts
r

y

Given that sets of unsafe on gurations are en oded via logi al axioms, omputing the
orresponding logi

ba kward rea hability set of a transition relation amounts to evaluating the
program bottom-up
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an be used to symboli ally express in nite sets of violations of a given safety
property. The bottom-up evaluation amounts to a xpoint omputation de ned
over a transformation of sets of fa ts into sets of fa ts (as the lassi al T operator
used in the xpoint semanti s of logi programs).
For instan e, in the ontext of se urity proto ols by evaluating bottom-up the
LO8 program obtained by merging the proto ol and intruder theory with the
symboli representation of unsafe states like the lause u, we obtain the same
e e t using ba kward rea hability for a omplex spe i ation (with quanti ation
and so on) arried over in a ompletely open environment. Furthermore, if a
xpoint is rea hed (this is not guaranteed in general) we an derive onditions on
the initial states under whi h unsafe on gurations will not be rea hed.
P

7.1. Bottom-up Evaluation for LO8 Spe i ations

In this se tion we introdu e the basi ideas underlying the bottom-up evaluation
s heme of LO8 programs. For more details, the reader may refer to [Bozzano et al.,
2002b, Bozzano, 2002℄. As mentioned in the previous se tion, we are interested in
observing the set of disjun tive atomi goals that are provable in a given program
P . By admissibility of weakening, we observe that if A 2 O(P ) then A + C 2 O(P )
(where '+' denotes multiset union) for any multiset C (of atomi formulas). In
other words, O(P ) is upward losed w.r.t. multiset in lusion. We an exploit this
property in order to \ nitely" represent sets of provable goals by using the following idea. We will onsider interpretations onsisting of multisets of non-ground
formulas and we will lift their denotation to the upward losure of their ground
instan es. Formally, we give the following de nition. Given an LO8 program P ,
let HB (P ) be the (non-ground) Herbrand base of P , i.e., the set of multisets built
over the signature  asso iated to the program P . Furthermore, let Sig be the
set of all extensions of  with new onstant symbols.
De nition (Interpretation): Given an LO8 program P , an interpretation I is any
subset of HB (P ). The denotation of an interpretation I , denoted [ I ℄ , is the family
of ground interpretations f[ I ℄ g2Sig P de ned as follows:
P

P

P

[ I ℄  = Up (Inst (I ));

where Inst  and Up  are de ned by Inst (I ) = fA j A 2 I g, Up (I ) =
fA + C j A 2 I g,  being a substitution over  and C a multiset over .
Noti e that, in the de nition of [ ℄  the operations of instantiation and upwardlosure are performed for every possible signature  2 Sig , i.e., for every possible
P
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extension of the program signature  . Furthermore, we assume the substitution
and the multiset C to be de ned over  (i.e., they may refer/ ontain only terms
over ). We say that an interpretation I is ground whenever all multisets A 2 I
onsist of ground atomi formulas.
Given an LO8 goal G, we need to de ne a notion of satis ability w.r.t. to our
de nition of interpretation. For this purpose, we introdu e the following satis ability judgment
P



  I C I ;

I

where I is an interpretation,  is a multiset of goal formulas (a ontext), C is
an output multiset of atomi formulas, and  is an output substitution. We give
the following de nition (for simpli ity, we present only the formal de nition of
the judgment for goals without onjun tion, see [Bozzano et al., 2002b℄ for the
omplete de nition). Below, A n B denotes the multiset di eren e between A and
B, jAj denotes the ardinality of A, FV (A; C ) denotes the set of free variables in
A + C , and 4 denotes multiset in lusion.
De nition (Satis ability Judgment): Let P be an LO8 program, I an interpretation, and  2 Sig . The satis ability judgment  is de ned as follows:
P

I
I
I
I
I

 >;  I  I nil;

 ?;  I C I ;

if

  I C I ;

I

 I C I ; if I  G1 ; G2;  I C I ;
 8x:G;  I C I ; if I  G[ =x℄;  I C I ; with 62 ;
 A I C I ; if there exist B 2 I (variant); B 4 B ; A 4 A;
jB j = jA j; C = BnB ; and  = m :g:u:(B ; A ) FV (
 G1

&

axiom :
anti :
par :
forall :
atomi multiset :

G2 ;

;

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

j

A;C

)

The judgment is used to ompute the set of resour es C and the orresponding
variable bindings that are needed for  to be provable in I (in the previous
de nition, I is intended to denote its upward losure, a ording to De nition
7.1). Intuitively, if I P  I C I  holds then the sequent P; P 0 `P  ; C  ,
being a grounding substitution, is provable by augmenting P with the program P 0
onsisting of lauses like A Æ > for any A 2 [ I ℄ P . Te hni ally, the idea behind
the de nition is that the output multiset C and the output substitution  are
minimal (in a sense to be lari ed) so that they an be omputed e e tively given
a program P , an interpretation I , and a signature . The output substitution  is
needed in order to deal with lause instantiation, and its minimality is ensured by
using most general uni ers in the de nition. In general, two multisets may have
more than one (not ne essarily equivalent) most general uni er (see [Bozzano
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et al., 2002b℄). By using the notation m :g:u:(B0 ; A0), we mean any uni er whi h
is non-deterministi ally pi ked from the set of most general uni ers of B0 and A0.
The notation I   I C I  requires that , C , and  are de ned
over . As a onsequen e, the newly introdu ed onstant in the 8- ase of the
 de nition below annot be exported through the output parameters C or .
This way, universal quanti ation is always resolved lo ally. For simpli ity, in
De nition 7.2 we present only the formal de nition of the judgment for goals
without onjun tion (see [Bozzano et al., 2002b℄ for the omplete de nition).
We are now ready to de ne the symboli xpoint operator S working on our
notion of interpretation. Below, Vrn (P ) denotes the set of lauses that are variant
(i.e., renamed with fresh variables) of lauses in P . Furthermore, we remind that,
given H = A1 : : : A , Hb is the multiset A1 ; : : : ; A .
De nition: Given an LO8 program P and an interpretation I , the symboli xpoint operator S is de ned as follows:
Remark:

P

k

k

&

&

P

( ) = f (Hb + C )  j (H Æ G) 2 Vrn (P ); I

SP I

P G I C I  g:

Example 7.4: Let  be a signature with a fun tion symbol f and predi ate symbols p; q; r; s. Let I be the interpretation onsisting of the multiset fp(x); q (x)g (for
simpli ity, hereafter we omit bra kets in multiset notation), and P the program
P

1: r(w) Æ q(f (w))
2: s(z) Æ 8x:p(f (x))

Let's onsider (a renaming of) the body of the rst lause, q (f (w0)), and (a renaming of) the element in I , p(x0 ); q (x0 ). Using the atomi lause for the P
judgment, with A = A0 = q (f (w0)), B = p(x0 ); q (x0 ), B0 = q (x0 ), we get
I

0
0
0
0
P q(f (w )) I p(x ) I [x 7! f (w )℄:

Thus, the multiset p(f (w0)); r(w0) 2 S (I ) (in fa t, any of its instan es is provable in P enri hed with p(x) q (x) Æ >). This is not the only possible result of
applying S . In fa t we an apply the rst lause to I by hoosing A0 = B0 = 
in the atomi ase of P . Thus, the multiset A = p(x0 ); q (x0 ); r(w) belongs to
2 S (I ), too. Noti e that the latter multiset denotes redundant information w.r.t.
the denotations of B = p(x0 ); q (x0 ). In fa t [ fAg℄  [ fBg℄ .
Let's onsider now (a renaming of) the body of the se ond lause, 8x:p(f (x)), and
another renaming of the single element in I , p(x00 ); q (x00 ). From the 8- ase of P

&

P

P

P
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de nition, I P 8x:p(f (x)) I C I  if I P p(f ( )) I C I , with 62  .
Now, we an apply the atomi lause for P . Unfortunately, we an't hoose
A0 to be p(f ( )) and B0 to be p(x00 ). In fa t, by unifying p(f ( )) with p(x00 ), we
should get the substitution  = [x00 7! f ( )℄ and the output multiset q (x00 ) (noti e
that x00 is a free variable in the output multiset) and this is not allowed be ause
the substitution  must be de ned on  , in order for I P 8x:p(f (x)) I C I  to
be meaningful. It turns out that the only way to use the se ond lause for P is
to hoose A0 = B0 = . In fa t, noti e that goals of the form p( 1 ); r( 2 ) are not
provable in P enri hed with the axiom p(x) q (x) Æ >.
;

P

;

P

;

&

Noti e that the S operator is de ned using the judgment P . This orresponds
to the idea that we are interested in observing only provable goals that are visible
outside the s ope of programs with universal quanti ation. The onstants that are
introdu ed during a derivation, in fa t, annot be exported outside the s ope of the
orresponding subderivation. The operator S is monotoni and ontinuous over
the set of interpretations ordered with respe t to in lusion of their denotations
[Bozzano et al., 2002b℄. The xpoint semanti s F (P ) of an LO8 program P is
de ned then as the least xpoint of the operator S . Furthermore, the following
property (proved in [Bozzano et al., 2002b℄) holds.
P

P

P

Theorem 7.1 (Soundness and Completeness [Bozzano et al., 2002b℄):

Let P be an LO8 program. Then, O (P ) = [ F (P )℄℄P .

Finally, we an de ne an e e tive subsumption test between multisets of nonground goals, in a ordan e with the notion of ri h denotations of De nition 7.1.
Intuitively, B entails A if there exists A0 4 A su h that B is more general than
a permutation of A0 (where multisets are viewed as lists of terms). Formally, we
have the following proposition.
Given two interpretations I and
J , [ I ℄  [ J ℄ if and only if for every A 2 I , there exist B 2 J , a substitution 
and a fa t C (de ned over  ) s.t. A = B + C .
Proposition 7.1 ([Bozzano et al., 2002b℄):
P

This e e tive test an be used as a symboli termination test for the least xpoint
omputation built on top of the operator S . The resulting ma hinery represents
then the ore of our bottom-up evaluation pro edure for LO8 programs. SuÆ ient
onditions for termination are dis ussed in detail in [Bozzano et al., 2002b℄.
P
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7.2. Veri ation as Dedu tion

On the basis of the notions introdu ed in the previous se tions, we an establish
the following onne tion between bottom-up evaluation (i.e., the semanti s F (P )
de ned in Se tion 7.1) of an LO8 spe i ation of an authenti ation proto ol and its
orresponding se urity properties. Let Init be a olle tion of multisets of ground
atomi formulas (the initial states of a proto ol), T be the LO8 theory en oding
a proto ol P , T the LO8 intruder theory, and let U be a olle tion of LO8 lauses
A1 Æ >; : : : ; A Æ > ( orresponding to the minimal violations of a se re y property
S ). Furthermore, let T = T [ T [ U . Then, we have the following properties.
Proposition 7.2 (Ensuring Se re y): The proto ol P is se ure w.r.t. the intruder with apabilities T , initial on gurations Init, and the se re y property S ,
and an interleaving omputational model for the agents behaviour, if and only if
Init \ [ F (T )℄℄ = ;.
Proof: This result follows from Proposition 6.3 and Theorem 7.1.
2
We remark that an if and only if ondition holds in the previous proposition, i.e.,
the bottom-up evaluation algorithm is orre t and omplete. As a orollary, we
get the following property (only if dire tion in the previous proposition), useful
for debugging purposes.
Corollary 7.1 (Proving Inse urity): If there exists A su h that A 2 Init \
[ F (T )℄℄, then in the interleaving omputational model for the agents behaviour
there exists an atta k that leads from the initial on guration A to an unsafe
on guration B 2 [ U ℄ .
p

i

k

p

i

i

8. Pra ti al Results

This se tion dis usses the spe i ation and analysis of some authenti ation proto ols, taken from the literature on se urity. Spe i ally, in addition to the gg
proto ol (whi h has been presented in Se tion 5), we will dis uss the NeedhamS hroeder proto ol (see Se tion 2.2) in Se tion 8.2, a orre ted version of the same
proto ol in Se tion 8.3, and the Otway-Rees proto ol [Otway and Rees, 1987℄ in
Se tion 8.4. We will follow the guidelines illustrated in Se tion 4. Experimental results for all the examples presented in this paper, obtained using the tool
presented in [Bozzano, 2002℄, are summarized in Table 14 (see Se tion 8.5).
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8.1. Analysis of Millen's gg proto ol

Running our bottom-up evaluation algorithm on the gg spe i ation (see Se tion
5), we automati ally nd a violation to the se urity property of Figure 6.
As in traditional model he king, ounterexamples tra es an be automati ally
generated whenever a violation is found. In parti ular, the tra e orresponding
to the above atta k is shown in Figure 7 (we only post-pro essed the output of
our veri ation tool to show the tra e in a more human-readable form). The tra e
in Figure 7 orresponds to an LO8 derivation whi h leads from an initial state
to a state violating the se urity property of Figure 6. The atta k is exa tly the
parallel session one des ribed in [Millen, 1999℄. This atta k is also an example of
a type aw atta k, in that it relies on the se ret S be passed as a non e (under the
hypothesis that the lengths of the respe tive elds are the same). In order to let
the reader better understand the onne tion between bottom-up evaluation and
the top-down derivation shown in Figure 7, we present below some of the steps
performed by the bottom-up evaluation algorithm. In the following we follow the
same synta ti al notations as in Figure 7. Bottom-up evaluation starts from axiom
u, i.e., we assert the following provable multiset:
m1

)

( )

3 ; bob4 ; m S ;
albob;S
al

where S is a free variable. Di erent lauses are appli able at this point. Among
them, de omposition rule i4 . We an apply a variant of i4 , let it be
g U) Æ
K

( )

m X0

( )

m Y0

&

f

&

(

n X 0; Y 0; V 0; W 0; Z 0

(f

m V 0; W 0; Z 0

g U)
K

to m1, in the following
manner: unify S with Y 0 (hen e unifying m(S ) in the
0
multiset with m(Y 0) in the lause
body)
and onsider the other two atoms in
0
0
0
the body (i.e., m(X ) and m(fV ; W ; Z g U )) as being impli itly ontained in m1
(remember that interpretations are to be onsidered upward- losed). By applying
the resulting lause ba kwards (i.e., the body is repla ed by the head) we get
K

m2

)

(

3 ; bob4 ; n X 0 ; S; V 0 ; W 0 ; Z 0
albob;S
al

f

g U ):
K

Multiset m2 is a umulated into the urrent set of provable goals (other multisets
an be obtained by applying the remaining program lauses). Now, onsider the
appli ation of a variant of proto ol rule p4, let it be
;N

100

&

A

(f 100 ; X 00 ; Y 00g

n N

K

B00

) Æ (B 00 )4 00
A

&

(B 00)2 00

( 100 ; X 00 ; fX 00 ; Y 00 ; N 100 g

n N

B00

K

)

to0 m2, in the
following way: unify N 100 with X 0 and Z00 0, X00 00 with00 S00and V00 0 , Y 00 with
00
W , and B with U (thus unifying the atoms n(N 1 ; X ; fX ; Y ; N 1 g B00 ) and
K
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>
`3 >; bob4 ; m(al; n1; n2; n3; n4; fn3; s; n1g bob ; fs; n1; n3g bob )
b ( )
3
4
4
; bob ; bob ; m(al; n1; n2; n3; n4; s; fn3; s; n1g bob ; fs; n1; n3g bob )
P `3 al
b ( 4)
; bob4 ; bob4 ; m(al; n1; n2; n3; n4; fn3; s; n1g bob ); n(n3; s; fs; n1; n3g bob )
P `3 al3
b ( 4)
; bob4 ; bob2 3 ; m(al; n1; n2; n3; n4; fn3; s; n1g bob ); n(fn3; s; n1g bob )
P `3 al3
b ( 7)
3
4
2
; bob ; bob
P `3 al
3 ; m(al; n1; n2; n3; n4; fn3; s; n1g bob )
b ( 4)
; bob4 ; bob2 3 ; m(al; n1; n2; n3; n4); n(n1; n3; fn3; s; n1g bob )
P `3 al3
b ( 4)
; bob2 1 ; bob2 3 ; m(al; n1; n2; n3; n4); n(fn1; n3; sg bob )
P `3 al3
b ( 3)
1
2
2
P `2 al ; bob
1 ; bob 3 ; m(al; n1; n2; n3; n4); n(n1; n3)
b ( 6)
P `2 al1 ; bob2 1 ; bob2 3 ; m(al; n1; n2; n3; n4)
b ( 2)
P `2 al1 ; bob2 1 ; bob2 3 ; m(al; n1; n2); n(n3; n4)
b ( 2)
1
2
P `1 al ; bob
1 ; bob ; m(al; n1; n2); n(al)
b ( 5)
; m(al; n1; n2)
P `1 al1 ; bob2 1 ; bob
b ( 2)
; m(al); n(n1; n2)
P `1 al1 ; bob2 1 ; bob
b ( 2)
P ` al1 ; bob
; bob
; m(al); n(al)
b ( 1)
P ` al
; bob
; bob
; m(al)
b ( 1)
P ` al
; bob
; bob
b ( 2)
P ` al
; bob
r

P

K

al

bob;s

K

u

al

K

al

K

i

bob;s

al

K

al

K

p

bob;s

al

K

al;n

K

i

bob;s

al

K

al;n

i

bob;s

al

K

al;n

p

bob;s

al;n

K

al;n

p

bob

al;n

al;n

i

bob

al;n

al;n

i

bob

al;n

al;n

p

init

bob

al;n

i

init

bob

al;n

i

init

bob

al;n

p

init

init

bob

p

init

init

init

t

init

init

init

e

init

Figure 7: A parallel session atta

init

k to the gg proto ol: al=ali e; p is prin ipal p after exe ution
of step i with internal data d; p is prin ipal p in its initial state; we have omitted the
plain term onstru tor for plain messages; we have noted en rypted messages using the usual
proto ol notation; M(x; y; : : :) stands for the multiset m(x); m(y); : : :; nally, 1 = ; n1; n2,
2 = ; n1; n2; n3; n4, and 3 = ; n1; n2; n3; n4; s
n(X 0 ; S; fV 0 ; W 0 ; Z 0 g U )).
K

init

i
d

Furthermore, assume the atom (B 00)4 00 to be impli itly
A
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ontained in m2 . We get the multiset
m3

)

(f 100 ; S; Y 00g

( )

3 ; bob4 ; B 00 2 00 00 ; n N
albob;S
al
A ;N 1

B00

K

)

whi h is in turn a umulated as a provable goal. We invite the reader to observe
the orresponden e between the bottom-up onstru tion we are sket hing and the
top-down onstru tion illustrated in Figure 7. Noti e that the sequen e of rules we
are applying is the same but in the reversed order, i.e., axiom u, then rules i4 and
p4 , and so on ( learly, we are illustrating only one among the possible bottom-up
derivations). Furthermore, every atom that we des ribed as impli itly ontained
in the urrent multiset orresponds to one of the atoms in the top sequent of Fig.
7. In other words, the bottom-up omputation starts from a multiset representing
the minimal violations of the se urity property under onsideration (i.e., axiom u),
whereas any additional atom that turns out to be involved in the proof (see topsequent in Fig. 7) is (impli itly) added, so to say, in a lazy manner as the bottom-up
onstru tion pro eeds. Variable bindings an also be (impli
itly) enfor ed during
00
4
the bottom-up onstru tion. For instan e, the atom (B ) 00 4(whi h we assumed
to be impli itly ontained in m2 )00 orresponds to the atom bob in the top sequent
of Fig. 7. Eventually, variable
B (whi h is ontained, e.g., in m3 ) will be uni ed
with bob, and similarly, A00 will be uni ed with al. We on lude with an example
of appli ation of a lause involving universal quanti ation. Pro eeding as above,
eventually we get (a variant) of the multiset
A

al

m6

)

(f

3 ; bob2 0 ; bob2 00 ; n N 0 ; N 00 ; S
albob;S
al;N
A;N

g

K

)

bob :

Now, we an apply a variant of proto ol rule p3 (see the orresponding inferen e
in Fig. 7), let it be
&

B

( 1 20 ) Æ 8S 0: ((A0 )3 0

n N 0; N

B ;S

0

&

(A0 )1 0

(f 1 2 g B0 ))

n N 0; N 0; S0

K

to 00m6 , by unifying A0 with al, B 0 with bob, S 0 with S , N 0 with N 10 and N 00 with
N 2 . We get the following multiset:
m7

)

(

)

1 ; bob2 0 ; bob2 00 ; n N 0 ; N 0 :
albob
al;N
A;N

Noti e that the bottom-up inferen e requires a new onstant, let it be , to
be introdu ed in pla e of the universally quanti ed variable S 0 in the body of
the above lause. A ording to rule f orall for the satis ability judgment (see
De nition 7.2) a stati he k must be performed in order to ensure that the
output multiset and uni er do not ontain the onstant . This he k is su essfully
passed, thus the above inferen e is perfe tly legal. The bottom-up onstru tion
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goes on in this way until the multiset al ; bob ( orresponding to the bottom
sequent in Figure 7) is rea hed.
We on lude by mentioning that we have also performed some further experiments regarding Millen's gg proto ol, whi h we don't dis uss in detail. In parti ular, we wanted to as ertain the role of the two non es N1 and N2 in the gg
proto ol. A ording to the informal notation for the proto ol introdu ed at the
beginning of this se tion, prin ipal B only he ks that the rst omponent of
message T is the non e N1, whereas no he k is performed for the se ond omponent. We have veri ed that imposing the he k on the se ond omponent, the
gg proto ol is safe w.r.t. the se urity property and the intruder theory we have
presented, while removing all he ks, as expe ted, introdu es serial atta ks.
We think that this example is a good illustration of the apabilities of our
general framework. In fa t, using the ba kward evaluation strategy hampioned
in this paper, we are able to automati ally nd a parallel session atta k, without
enfor ing any parti ular sear h strategy of our evaluation algorithm (i.e., the same
algorithm an be used to nd serial or parallel atta ks). Furthermore, a ording to
[Millen, 1999℄ the gg proto ol an be generalized to proto ols whi h only admit
higher-order parallel atta ks (i.e., atta ks whi h take pla e only in presen e of three
or more on urrent roles for the same prin ipal). Using the same algorithm, and
the same proto ol and intruder theories as before, we an automati ally nd su h
atta ks, if any exists. This distinguishes our methodology from most approa hes
based on model- he king, whi h operate on a nite-state abstra tion of a given
proto ol, and require the number of prin ipals and roles to be xed in advan e.
Another advantage of using ba kward reasoning is related to the generation of
non es. Forward exploration needs to expli itly manage generation of fresh names.
The ba kward appli ation of LO8 rules allows us instead to observe only formulas
de ned over the signature of the original program. In fa t, suppose that a rule
body ontains universally quanti ed variables that have to be mat hed with an
interpretation omputed during the bottom-up evaluation of a program. By the
de nition of the satis ability judgment (see De nition 7.2) and of the S operator,
we an restri t ourselves to a lo al top-down derivation in whi h we simplify the
body of the lause (see rule forall and par of De nition 7.2) and then we mat h the
resulting multiset of formulas against the urrent interpretation (see rule atomi
multiset of De nition 7.2). In the end a stati he k is made in order to ensure that
the output multiset and the resulting un er do not ontain the onstants whi h
have been introdu ed. In other words, the e e t of quanti ation in the body of a
lause is simply that of restri ting the set of possible prede essor on gurations.
init

init

P
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)
(
) Æ pr(B; init) 8NA:(pr(A; step1(NA; B))
( )
(
)))
p2 ) pr(B; init)
n(pubk (B ); mess(NA; A)) Æ 8NB:(pr(B; step2(NA; NB; A))
n(pubk (A); mess(NA; NB )))
n(pubk (A); mess(NA; NB )) Æ pr(A; step3(NA; NB; B ))
p3 ) pr(A; step1(NA; B ))
n(pubk (B ); mess(NB ))
n(pubk (B ); mess(NB )) Æ pr(B; step4(NA; NB; A))
p4 ) pr(B; step2(NA; NB; A))
&

pr A; init
pr B; init
n pubk B ; mess NA; A

&

&

(

&

(

&

)

&

p1

&

&

Figure 8: Spe

i ation of the Needham-S hroeder proto ol

On the ontrary, using top-down evaluation, the urrent signature is enri hed by
adding a new onstant every time the rule for the universal quanti er is used.
8.2. The Needham-S hroeder Proto ol

In this se tion we analyze the Needham-S hroeder publi -key authenti ation proto ol [Needham and S hroeder, 1978℄, previously introdu ed in Se tion 2.2. For the
sake of pre ision, we restri t our attention the fragment of the Needham-S hroeder
proto ol where the key distribution phase (i.e., the messages ex hanged with the
trusted server) has been omitted. The resulting proto ol, orresponding to messages 3, 6, and 7 of Se tion 2.2, is as follows:
1:
2:
3:

A
B
A

! B : fN ; Ag b
! A : fN ; N g a
! B : fN g b
a

K

a

b

b

K

K

and has been implemented using the spe i ation illustrated in Figure 8 and the
intruder theory in Figure 9. Let us dis uss the rules in more detail.
The proto ol rules have been en oded in the same way as for the gg proto ol
of Se tion 5, and dire tly orrespond to the informal notation previously introdu ed. This time, all messages sent over the network are en rypted, therefore we
have modeled them using atomi formulas like n(pubk(id); mess ontent), where
id is a prin ipal identi er, whereas mess ontent is a term of the form mess(: : :).
Internal states of prin ipals have been enri hed in order to express the se urity
violations we will present in the following. The intruder theory is shown in Figure 9. We onsider here a more extended intruder theory w.r.t. the one for the
gg proto ol in Figure 4. Namely, we give the intruder the apability to de rypt
messages addressed to himself/herself. Given that private keys are not ex hanged,
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) n(pubk(A); M ) Æ inter ept(n(pubk(A); M ))
i2 ) inter ept(n(pubk (A); M )) Æ inter ept(n(pubk (A); M ))
n(pubk (A); M )
i3 ) n(pubk (intruder); M ) Æ de (M )
i4 ) de (mess(M )) Æ m(M )
m(N )
i5 ) de (mess(M; N )) Æ m(M )
omp(mess(M ))
i6 ) m(M ) Æ m(M )
i7 ) m(M )
m(N ) Æ m(M )
m(N )
omp(mess(M; N ))
i8 )
omp(C ) Æ n(pubk (Z ); C )
i1

&

&

&

&

&

&

Figure 9: Intruder theory for the Needham-S

hroeder proto ol

the intruder will never be able to know the private keys of some other prin ipal,
therefore we still assume that the intruder is not able to de rypt messages other
than the ones intended for himself/herself. Rules i1 and i2 deal with inter eption:
the intruder an inter ept any message and replay it (possibly more than on e)
at any given time in the future. Rule i3 states that the intruder an de ompose
any message addressed to himself/herself. Rules i4 and i5 are the usual rules for
de omposition of messages (with one or two omponents). Rules i6 and i7 are the
orresponding rules for omposition of messages (with one or two omponents).
Finally, using rule i8 the intruder an send a message to any prin ipal.
Now, the spe i ation of unsafe states is as follows:
(
3(
))
pr (ali e; step3(NA; NB; bob))
pr (bob; step4(NA; NB; ali e))
pr (bob; step4(NA; NB; ali e))
pr ali e; step NA; NB; bob

&
&
&
&

)
u2 )
u3 )
u4 )
u1

( )Æ
m(NB ) Æ
m(NA) Æ
m(NB ) Æ
m NA

>
>
>
>

Namely, a state is unsafe if there exist two prin ipals, say ali e and bob, su h
that either ali e has run the proto ol to ompletion with bob, or bob with ali e,
and at least one of the two non es has been dis losed to the intruder. We all the
se urity property spe i ed by the above rules strong orre tness.
We an now run our veri ation tool on the resulting spe i ation. As observed
by Lowe [Lowe, 1995℄, Needham-S hroeder proto ol is not safe w.r.t. the above
se urity properties. In fa t, we nd the atta k shown in Figure 10, orresponding
to the one presented in [Lowe, 1995℄ (we have followed the same onventions as in
Figure 7). The atta k takes pla e be ause ali e de ides to onta t the intruder,
without knowing he/she is heating. Thus, the intruder is able to impersonate
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`2 >; al3

P

na;nb;i

(

)

; iinit ; m al; nb

>

r

b

(u3 )

(
)
b ( 4)
; bob2
;i
; m(na; al; nb); n(fmess(nb)g bob )
P `2 al3
b ( 8)
; bob2
;i
; m(na; al; nb); omp(mess(nb))
P `2 al3
b ( 6)
3
2
; bob
;i
; m(na; al; nb)
P `2 al
b ( 4)
; bob2
;i
; m(na; al); de (mess(nb))
P `2 al3
b ( 3)
; bob2
;i
; m(na; al); n(fmess(nb)g i )
P `2 al3
b ( 3)
;i
; m(na; al); n(fmess(na; nb)g al )
P `2 al1 ; bob2
b ( 2)
;i
; m(na; al); n(fmess(na; al)g bob )
P `1 al1 ; bob
b ( 8)
;i
; m(na; al); omp(mess(na; al))
P `1 al1 ; bob
b ( 7)
1
; bob
;i
; m(na; al)
P `1 al
b ( 5)
;i
; de (mess(na; al))
P `1 al1 ; bob
b ( 3)
;i
; n(fmess(na; al)g i )
P `1 al1 ; bob
`2 al3

; bob4na;nb;al ; iinit ; m na; al; nb
na;nb;i

P

p

init

na;nb;i

K

na;nb;al

i

init

na;nb;i

na;nb;al

i

init

na;nb;i

na;nb;al

i

init

na;nb;i

na;nb;al

i

init

na;nb;i

K

na;nb;al

p

init

na;i

K

na;nb;al

p

na;i

init

init

K

i

na;i

init

init

i

init

init

na;i

i

init

na;i

init

i

init

init

K

na;i

P

Figure 10: An atta

` al

init

b

; bobinit ; iinit

(p1 )

k to the Needham-S hroeder proto ol: 1 = ; na and 2 = ; na; nb

and heat bob. Note that as a result the proto ol has been broken from the
point of view of bob. In fa t, bob thinks he has got authenti ation with ali e and
that provided ali e is honest, the non es have not been dis losed to anyone else
(whi h is false), whereas from the point of view of ali e, she orre tly thinks to
have established authenti ation with the intruder (the non es have been dis losed
to bob, but only be ause the intruder is heating and ali e does not know that).
With this in mind, we an now try the following stronger se urity violations
(we all the orresponding se urity property weak orre tness).

ali e

(
(

3(
3(

))
))

pr ali e; step NA; NB; bob
pr ali e; step NA; NB; bob

&
&

)
)

(
(

4(
4(

))
))

pr bob; step NA; NB; ali e
pr bob; step NA; NB; ali e

&
&

u01
u02

( )Æ >
( )Æ >

m NA
m NB
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Namely, we try to as ertain whether it is possible that two honest prin ipals ali e
and bob both believe to have ompleted the proto ol with ea h other, and still at
least one of the two non es has been dis losed to the intruder (as the reader an
easily verify, this is not the ase for the tra e of the previous atta k). This time
the veri ation algorithm terminates, proving that Needham-S hroeder proto ol
is safe with respe t to this property.
We on lude this se tion by showing how the methodology of invariant strengthening an improve the veri ation algorithm performan e. Invariant strengthening
is a onservative te hnique that an speed up the xpoint omputation, and onsists in enri hing the set of unsafe states with the negation of other invariants.
Namely, we augment the set of se urity violations with this further rule:
) pr(ali e; step1(NA; bob))

&

u03

( )Æ >

m NA

Intuitively, this violation is never met. In fa t, the non e NA is reated by ali e
during step 1 and sent to bob. If bob is honest, he will never send it to the intruder.
Adding this rule has the e e t of a elerating onvergen e of the xpoint omputation (see the experimental results in Table 14). Note that the following invariant
is instead violated (the atta k follows the same s heme of the one in Figure 10):
) pr(bob; step2(NA; NB; ali e))

&

u04

( )Æ >

m NB

We stress that adding rules (in luding axioms) to the theory is always sound, in
the sense that if no atta k is found in the augmented theory, no atta k an be
found in the original one.
8.3. Corre ted Needham-S hroeder

As observed by Lowe [Lowe, 1995℄, the Needham-S hroeder proto ol an be xed
with a small modi ation. The problem with the original proto ol is that the
se ond message ex hanged does not ontain the identity of the responder. Adding
the responder's identity to this message prevents the intruder from replaying it,
be ause now the initiator is expe ting a message from the intruder. The orre ted
version of Needham-S hroeder proto ol is
1:
2:
3:

A
B
A

! B : fN ; Ag b
! A : fB; N ; N g
! B : fN g b
a

K

a

b

K

b

a

K
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We need to make minor modi ations to our previous spe i ation. Namely, we
modify rules p2 ) and p3) by adding the additional argument B :
(

&

pr B; init
n pubk B ; mess NA; A
n pubk A ; mess B; NA; NB

(

&

&

)

&

) ( ( )
(
)) Æ 8NB:(pr(B; step2(NA; NB; A))
( )
(
)))
p03 ) pr (A; step1(NA; B ))
n(pubk (A); mess(B; NA; NB )) Æ
n(pubk (B ); mess(NB ))
pr (A; step3(NA; NB; B ))
p02

and we add two rules for omposition and de omposition of messages with three
omponents:
)) Æ m(M ) m(N ) m(O)
m(N )
m(O ) Æ m(M )
m(N )
m(O )
m(M )
omp(mess(M; N; O ))

&

&

&

(

&

(

de mess M; N; O

&

&

&

)
u10 )
u9

We an now use our algorithm to automati ally verify if the proto ol satisfy
strong orre tness (axioms u1 through u4 ). As in Se tion 8.2, we an a elerate
onvergen e by means of invariant strengthening (see the experimental results in
Table 14). We an use the two invariants u03 and u04 dis ussed in Se tion 8.2, whi h
should now both hold. The veri ation algorithm terminates, as expe ted, proving
that the modi ed version of the Needham-S hroeder proto ol is orre t w.r.t. the
notion of strong orre tness.
8.4. The Otway-Rees Proto ol

The Otway-Rees proto ol [Otway and Rees, 1987℄ provides a typi al example of
a type aw atta k. It is intended for key distribution between two prin ipals ommuni ating with a entral server by means of shared keys (the proto ol assumes
symmetri key en ryption, see Se tion 2). The proto ol is as follows (the form
presented here is the one given in [Burrows et al., 1989℄).
1:
2:
3:
4:

A
B
S
B

!B
!S
!B
!A

:
:
:
:

f
f

g
g

N; A; B; Na ; N; A; B Kas
N; A; B; Na ; N; A; B Kas ; Nb ; N; A; B
N; Na ; Kab Kas ; Nb ; Kab Kbs
N; Na ; Kab Kas

f
f

g
g

f

f
g

g

bs

K

The proto ol is run between two prin ipals A and B , ommuni ating with a
and K . The purpose of the proto ol
is to get a new key K , generated by the trusted server, to be used as a shared
key in subsequent ommuni ations between A and B . At the rst step, prin ipal
A generates a non e N , to be used as a run identi er, and a non e N , and sends
trusted server S by means of shared keys K

as

bs

ab

a
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&

)

&

p5

&

)

&

p4

&

)

&

p3

pr A; init
pr B; init
pr B; init
N: NA:
n plain ons N; ons A; B ; en sk A; s ; ons NA; ons N; ons A; B
pr A; step B; N; NA

&

)

&

p2

(
)
(
)Æ (
) 8 8
(( ( (
( ))) ( ( ) (
(
( ))))
(
1(
))))
n(plain( ons(N; ons(A; B ))); en (sk (A; s); ons(NA; ons(N; ons(A; B )))))
pr(B; init) Æ 8NB:(pr(B; step2(A; N; NB ))
n(plain( ons(N; ons(A; B ))); en (sk (A; s); ons(NA; ons(N; ons(A; B ))));
en (sk (B; s); ons(NB; ons(N; ons(A; B ))))))
n(plain( ons(N; ons(A; B ))); en (sk (A; s); ons(NA; ons(N; ons(A; B ))));
pr(s; init) Æ pr(s; init)
en (sk (B; s); ons(NB; ons(N; ons(A; B )))))
8KAB:n(plain(N ); en (sk(A; s); ons(NA; KAB )); en (sk(B; s); ons(NB; KAB ))))
n(plain(N ); en (sk (A; s); ons(NA; KAB )); en (sk (B; s); ons(NB; KAB )))
pr(B; step2(A; N; NB )) Æ pr(B; step3(A; KAB ))
n(plain(N ); en (sk (A; s); ons(NA; KAB )))
pr(A; step1(B; N; NA))
n(plain(N ); en (sk (A; s); ons(NA; KAB ))) Æ
pr(A; step4(B; KAB ))
&

)

&

p1

Figure 11: Spe

i ation of the Otway-Rees proto ol

to B the plaintext N; A; B and an en rypted message, readable only by the server
S , of the form shown. In turn, prin ipal B generates a non e N and forwards A's
message to S , together with a similar en rypted omponent. The server he ks
that the N; A; B omponents in both messages mat h, and, if so, generates a new
key K and replies to B with message 3 above, whi h in ludes a omponent
intended for B and one for A. The omponent intended for A is forwarded to
him/her by B with message 4.
b

ab

We have en oded the Otway-Rees proto ol with the rules in Figure 11. Let us
dis uss them in more detail. The en oding is similar to the one used for Millen's
gg proto ol (see Se tion 5), in parti ular we distinguish between the plaintext
part of messages (term onstru tor plain) and the en rypted part (term onstru tor en ). Furthermore, we use a on atenation operator ons to glue together
di erent omponents inside the plaintext or the iphertext. In this way, we are
able to apture type aw atta ks. We use an identi er s for the trusted server, and
the notation sk(id; s) to denote the shared key between prin ipal id and s. Rules
p1 through p5 are a dire t translation of the proto ol steps written in the usual
notation. As usual, we have denoted the internal state of prin ipals by means of
term onstru tors like step . When the proto ol is run to ompletion, the internal state of ea h of the two involved prin ipals ontains the identity of the other
i
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) n(plain(X ); en (sk(K; s); Y )) Æ m(plain(X )) m(en (sk(K; s); Y ))
) m(plain(X ); en (sk(K; s); Y ); en (sk(H; s); W )) Æ m(plain(X ))
m(en (sk (K; s); Y ))
m(en (sk (H; s); W ))
m(plain(X ))
m(plain(Y ))
i3 ) m(plain( ons(X; Y ))) Æ m(plain( ons(X; Y )))
i4 ) m(plain(X ))
m(plain(Y )) Æ m(plain(X ))
m(plain(Y ))
m(plain( ons(X; Y )))
m(en (sk (K; s); Y )) Æ m(plain(X ))
m(en (sk (K; s); Y ))
i5 ) m(plain(X ))
n(plain(X ); en (sk (K; s); Y ))
i6 ) m(plain(X ))
m(en (sk (K; s); Y ))
m(en (sk (H; s); W )) Æ m(plain(X ))
m(en (sk (K; s); Y ))
m(en (sk (H; s); W ))
n(plain(X ); en (sk (K; s); Y ); en (sk (H; s); W ))
&

&
&

&

&

&
&

&

&

&

i2

&

i1

&

&

&

&

&

Figure 12: Intruder theory for the Otway-Rees proto

ol

prin ipal and the new shared key obtained from the server. The intruder theory
in presented in Figure 12. Rules i1 and i2 are the usual de omposition rules for,
respe tively, messages with one en rypted omponent and with two en rypted
omponents. Rules i3 and i4 allow the intruder to arbitrarily de ompose and reassemble plaintext messages, whereas en rypted messages are stored as they are.
Finally, rules i5 and i6 allow the intruder to reate new messages.
We wish to verify if the intruder an get the shared key whi h omes from a
proto ol run between two honest prin ipals, say ali e and bob. The spe i ation
of unsafe states is straightforward:
(
3(
))
pr (ali e; step4(bob; KAB ))
pr bob; step ali e; KAB

&
&

)
u2 )
u1

( ( )) Æ >
m(plain(KAB )) Æ >
m plain KAB

Running our veri ation tool, we automati ally nd the type aw atta k des ribed in [Clark and Ja ob, 1997℄. The orresponding tra e is shown in Figure 13
(we have followed the usual onventions, with 1 = ; n1; na). The atta k takes
pla e be ause a mali ious intruder an inter ept the rst message, and, after stripping it of the A and B omponents (in the plaintext part), replay it as the last
message of the proto ol. The atta k is su essful under the hypothesis that the
triple N; A; B may be erroneously a epted, by the initiator of the proto ol, as
the desired key. This is learly a se urity aw be ause the triple N; A; B is sent in
lear in the rst message, and therefore publi ly known. The Otway-Rees proto ol
provides a lassi al example of a type aw atta k. This kind of atta ks are very
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>
M(fna  n1  al  bobg as ; n1; al  bob)
b ( 2)
4
; bob
; M(n1  al  bob; fna  n1  al  bobg as ; n1; al  bob)
P `1 al
1
1 ; bob ; M(n1  al  bob; fna  n1  al  bobg as ; n1; al  bob); n(n1; fna  n1  al  bobg as )
P `1 al1
1 ; bob ; M(n1  al  bob; fna  n1  al  bobg as ; n1; al  bob)
b ( 3)
1
P `1 al
1 ; bob ; M(n1  al  bob; fna  n1  al  bobg as )
b ( 1)
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Figure 13: An atta
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Figure 14: Analysis of authenti ation proto ols: experimental results
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pervasive in authenti ation. Another lassi al example of type- awed proto ol is
the Yahalom proto ol [Clark and Ja ob, 1997℄.
8.5. Summary of the Experimental Results

In Fig. 14 we summarize the experimental results for the examples presented in
this paper. All the experiments have been performed on a Pentium II 233MhZ
under Linux 2.0.32, running Standard ML of New Jersey, Version 110.0.7. The
tag
indi ates the use of invariant strengthening for a elerating xpoint
Invar

(p5 )

b

(i5 )

K

K

bob;n ;na

b
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onvergen e. Furthermore,
denotes the number of multisets inferred during
the evaluation,
the maximal number of multisets omputed at any step,
and
the exe ution time in se onds.
Size

MSize

Time

9. Con lusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented se urity proto ols as a possible appli ation eld
for our methodology based on a linear logi -based spe i ation language and on
a bottom-up evaluation strategy. Our veri ation pro edure is tailored to study
se urity violations whi h an be spe i ed by means of minimal onditions. While
this may rule out interesting properties, e.g., questions of belief [Burrows et al.,
1989℄, the proposed approa h an be used to study se re y and on dentiality
properties. No arti ial limit is imposed on the number of simultaneous sessions.
We have performed some experiments on di erent authenti ation proto ols that
show that the methodology we propose an be e e tive either to nd atta ks of
given proto ols, or to prove that no atta ks may exist ( learly, w.r.t. a given protool theory and a given intruder theory). In other words, the bottom-up evaluation
algorithm presented in Se tion 7.1 is orre t and omplete: is no proof is found
(w.r.t. to the given proto ol and intruder theories), then no proof at all may exist. We plan to over ome some urrent limitations of our approa h, in parti ular
we plan to re ne and automatize the spe i ation phase of proto ols and of the
intruder theory. Spe i ally, we want to study a (possibly automati ) translation
between the usual informal des ription of proto ols and our representation. As
shown in the paper, a one-to-one translation (one rule for every step) ould be
enough, provided we have a way to store the information about the internal state
of prin ipals. For eÆ ien y reasons, it ould also be worth to investigate some
optimizations, in parti ular to the intruder theory ( on erning, e.g., the rules for
omposition and de omposition). We plan to use te hniques like folding/unfolding
to automatize this pro ess. Finally, we wish to optimize the ML prototype used
for the experiments reported in Se tion 8.
Another topi we would like to investigate is typed multiset rewriting [Cervesato,
2001b℄, whi h extends multiset rewriting with a typing theory based on dependent
types with subsorting. Dependent types an be used to enfor e dependen y between an en ryption key and its owner. The paper [Cervesato, 2001b℄ also presents
some extensions whi h in rease the exibility of multiset rewriting spe i ations,
e.g., using memory predi ates to remember information a ross role exe utions.
Finally, an open question is that of non-termination. In the few examples
we have presented, our algorithm is always terminating, even without invariant
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strengthening. Although se re y has been proved to be unde idable, even for nitelength proto ols with data of bounded omplexity [Cervesato et al., 1999℄, one
may ask if a more restri ted sub lass of proto ols exists, for whi h the veri ation
algorithm presented here is always terminating.
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